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Abstract

Query, expressing the user need and requirement, has an important role, in an information retrieval system, for reaching a high accuracy search. In this paper, we present an overview of the different refinement operations that the query may undergo, in the sake to enhance performance of an information retrieval system, such as: automatic query formulation through words prevision, query reformulation, query expansion, and query optimization.
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1. Introduction

Information retrieval consists to retrieve, from a large collection or corpus, a subset of documents relevant to the user requirement submitted as a textual query composed of some key-words. Information retrieval task is ensured commonly by automatic systems known as information retrieval systems in the case of a limited corpora and information retrieval engines, such as Google, where asking unlimited and extensible corpus in the image of the web.

An information retrieval system architecture is composed of three components: (i) indexing module, responsible to encode and represent the documents of the database to be asked in a compact and a significant form based on some discriminative features, (ii) interrogation module, designing the protocol and the language to be adopted to formulate the query reflecting the user information need and requirement, and (iii) the matching process, able to compare semantically between both pre-cited representations.

Unfortunately, the users are not well satisfied for the results returned by an information retrieval system which leads to think about improving these results and in consequence enhancing the global quality of the system. In retrospect of what happens in the past scientific researches, it is clear to observe that many efforts have been put for improving the quality of information retrieval systems through introducing new effective indexing signatures with high level semantics such as using of ontology and proposing new smart and intelligent reasoning modes for comparing
between the documents and the submitted queries such as adopting of expert systems based on ‘making the mind’ approach and using neural networks relying on ‘modelling the brain’ paradigm. Moreover, the quality of information retrieval system may be improved also over the interrogation protocol either through the high interactivity with the user, relevance feedback mechanism as a post-processing step, or query refinement.

In this paper, we give an overview of query refinement, with its different aspects, in information retrieval system. Review of literature reveals that there exists some similar works, with different handling, that have addressed the chasm issue, in terms of vocabulary, between the queries submitted by the user and the existed documents. In [1], for instance, authors have presented an overview of the vocabulary gap in information retrieval between the queries and the documents through query rewriting scheme. They have categorized the existent works, in this direction, into two categories: works using shallow learning such as substitution-based and translation-based methods and works with deep learning like using of word embedding and deep reinforcement learning. In [2], authors have surveyed query expansion, query suggestion, and query refinement techniques with a detailed comparison between these three considered schemes. In terms of terminology, the authors have named query reformulation as a query refinement.

2. Query Expression and Interrogation Protocol

One of the major problems of information retrieval is the formulation of queries by the user. Indeed, two users formulate two different queries with different terms for referring to the same concepts of the same information requirement. Commonly, it is not easy, especially for a simple user, to formulate the appropriate query well reflecting the user information need and requirement. Unfortunately, in major of time, users do not know really what they are looking for. User requirement may be then tied to the information available in the asked collection, especially when the corpus is very large and rich such as in the case of the web, and the user requirement is progressively constructed over the contact with the initial results. According to [3], there are three categories of a query for web searching: (i) informational queries, covering a broad topic, (ii) navigational queries, looking for specific websites or URLs, and transactional queries, demonstrating the user’s intent to execute a specific activity such as downloading papers or buying books. So, among the issues of information retrieval systems, from interrogation point of view, is the gap may exist between the user requirement and the user query. Owing to the position of query formulation, as a first step into information retrieval pipeline, it has, unfortunately, drastic effects on the quality of the information retrieval results. The richness of the interrogation language, considered frequently as a natural language with its ambiguity issue, as well as the gap between the vocabularies of the query and the collection, to be asked, may also be accused.

Unlike indexing step, performed offline, query expression and formulation, is established online, in ad hoc or in fly manner, which makes efficiency an important aspect to be taken into account although the littleness of the query compared to the
documents corpus. Many works of the scientific literature has considered the interrogation process and query refinement as a module to be improved for enhancing the results of the information retrieval system. In the rest of this paper, we give an overview of the scientific works focusing on query refinement with its different aspects: formulation, auto-completion, reformulation, expansion, optimization and terms reweighting, and recommendation or suggestion.

3. Query Refinement into Information Retrieval Systems

In the hope to increase the accuracy and the effectiveness of information retrieval systems, including search engines, a lot of schemes have been adopted such as query refinement and relevance feedback. Both mechanisms, addressing respectively the system inputs and outputs, are going from outside the system in the purpose to inject obvious and more information helping the system to well understand the user information need and requirements. It is well recognized that formulating the query which represents really the user need and requirement is a difficult task especially from user point view. Accordingly, there is always a gap between the user requirement and the user query which has to be filled. Query refinement constitutes then an important scheme may help to fill this gap especially when the user is not satisfied for the returned results. This satisfaction comes from three situations: (i) the results are out of the scope of user requirement, (ii) the results are very vague where there is a lot of results, with general purpose, difficult to be explored, and (iii) the results are not enough required to be enriched and re-enforced. As shown in Figure 1, the query refinement, the scope of this paper, is implemented by three different manners regarding the involvement degree of the user: the manual way where there is a fully user intervention relying only on his/her experience and his/her own heuristics with no machine contribution, the interactive manner where the decision of terms selection is taken by the user with the assistance of the machine through suggesting some eventual terms to add, and the automatic alternative where the task is performed completely by the machine.
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Moreover, as presented in Figure 2, automatic query refinement has five materialization mays namely: automatic query formulation helping user to formulate his/her query, query reformulation which proceeds to reformulate the query completely, query expansion through adding some useful terms, query optimization for choosing the better terms and weights combination from the original query terms, query recommendation (or query suggestion) where information retrieval engine
proposes a new query considered to be more adequate to the user intent. It is well recognized that the query formulation is coming to help user for expressing his/her information requirement especially for the users whose the intent is not yet clear while query reformulation has to be adopted in the case where the initial returned results are out of the scope of the user need. For query expansion, it is well suitable for the situation where the results are not enough to satisfy user requirement and needed to be enlarged while query optimization tries to narrow the vagueness of the returned results. Unfortunately, these query refinement types are confused in many works where the schemes are named with roughly speaking. Indeed, query reformulation, for instance, is restrained to query expansion such as in [1] where authors have combined, as a pipeline, query expansion with ranking model based on a neural network. The important contribution of the work introduced in [4] is that each module takes profit from the pseudo relevance feedback of the other. The pre-cited refinement schemes may be partially combined such as in [5] and [6] that combine expansion and terms re-weighting tied to query optimization. The five refinement mechanisms will be further detailed in the following sub-sections.

As depicted in Figure 3, there are two query refinement kinds: global query refinement and dedicated-query refinement. This classification is tied to the largeness and the narrowness of two criteria namely: the utilized resource, from where the knowledge is extracted, and the user for who the information retrieval system is addressed. A large resource means that the query refinement is tied globally to the adopted natural language while a resource with specific field refers to the fact that the query refinement is related to the terminology and the nomenclature of the addressed domain. On the other hand, a public user means that the query refinement is tied completely to the query without any additional information about the user while a specific user refers to the fact that the query refinement is adapted to the addressed user taking into account his/her past formulated queries as well as his/her profile.

4. Automatic Query Formulation based on Words Prediction (Query auto-completion)

Words prediction, widely used within text editors coming into digital devices with limited visualization screen and memory space such as smart-phones and tablets, means to guess the missing words that likely follow in a given segment of a text [7] in the purpose to get a desired piece of information quickly and with as little
knowledge and effort as possible. Words prediction, for query formulation, depicted in Figure 4, commonly known as query auto-completion [8], refers to guess the words that the user intends to use or predict the possible completions for user queries in the aim to help the user to formulate his/her query, reduce query entry time, and potentially prepare the search results in advance of query submission [9].

Indeed, in query auto-completion, a user receives a ranked list of query candidates, by entering a particular prefix including characters or primary words [10]. In [11], authors have considered query auto completion, whose goal is to predict what the searcher is typing, and by extension, what the searcher is seeking based on the current query text string (prefix), as one form of query suggestion, while we consider it, here, as a separate task of query processing and refinement. Information retrieval engines, such as Google and its service dedicated for scientific searching that of Google Scholar, consider recently words prediction to ease query writing through guessing some words, suggested in a list, to the user, that might be used in that position. The space of possible completions narrows down and thus the prediction probability increases as the user is typing more characters. Commonly, there are three approaches for prediction [7] to help formulation of the query, namely: statistical modelling using word frequency and word sequence frequency, knowledge-based modelling adopting syntactic, semantic and pragmatic aspects, and heuristic or adaptive modelling with short and long learning. In addition, there are two alternatives for query auto-completion regarding the number of query terms implicated in auto-completion, namely: whole-query completions and term-by-term query auto-completion [12]. In [9], authors have compared 11 approaches for ranking candidate queries, in the sense of query auto-completion, namely: Most Popular Ranker, Sentence Occurrence Ranker, Time Ranker, Most Popular Time Ranker, Term Occurrence Ranker, Near Words, String Similarity Ranker, WordNet Similarity Ranker, N-Gram Similarity Ranker, Kernel Similarity Ranker, and Clicked Documents Ranker. Although Clicked Documents Ranker and N-Gram Similarity Ranker approaches seem to be more effective, authors concluded that the most effective approach to query auto-completion is largely dependent on the number of characters that the user has typed so far and that personalized information can be used to more effectively rank the query candidate completions. In [13], authors have addressed candidates ranking in query
auto-completion, through considering homologous queries, which share the same terms but ordered differently, and the semantic relatedness of pairs of terms inside a query as well as pairs of queries inside a session. In addition, they have revealed that search engines adopt Most Popular Ranker approach for ranking candidate queries when they consider query auto-completion mechanism. For handling unseen prefixes, authors in [14], have proposed a recurrent neural language model that yielded good preliminary performances in a public dataset compared either to traditional methods, handling previously seen prefixes, or to the state of the art query auto completion methods for previously unseen prefixes. In [15], another alternative, for Most Popular algorithm, baptized as NearestCompletion, which is based on the user context, captured through recent queries and recently visited Web pages, has been introduced. Although the introduced algorithm outperforms clearly Most Popular Ranker, its performance tends, unfortunately, to zero when there is no user context. A hybrid algorithm, known as HybridCompletion, combining both NearestCompletion and Most Popular Completion, has been then proposed to tackle the absence of the context. Besides effectiveness character, authors, in [16], have discussed also the efficiency aspect of eBay’s query auto completion system. Several optimizations, including the use of a forward index and Front Coding, are adopted.

4.1. Automatic Query Reformulation

Query reformulation, which may reflect the query refinement at all, is the process of altering an initial query through submitting another query with other terms. Although the main task of the query reformulation is to replace partially or totally the original query terms, it may include adding more words to the query (expansion), removing some words from the query (optimization), weighting the words according to its importance in the query, or all of them [17]. In addition, some structural or format aspects, such as stemming, pluralisation [18], acronym expansion, and spelling correction [19], are also addressed by query reformulation. In [20] and [21], authors have addressed manual query reformulation through trying to understand the user reasoning and reflection via examining changes in the logs of the past submitted queries of the same session. According to [22], the query reformulation is classified into two categories: operational moves, through reformulation using the same meaning, and conceptual moves, via changing the meaning of the query. In [23], authors have extended this categorization, for the case of the web, into four classes: specification, generalization, replacement or error correction as reported in [24], and parallel movement with eight types of patterns: specified reformulation, generalized reformulation, parallel reformulation, building-block reformulation, dynamic reformulation, multi-tasking reformulation, recurrent reformulation, and format reformulation.
There are many resources used to extract terms for performing query reformulation. Using the top ranked documents returned by the system as an answer for the original query, such as what has been in [25], is one of them. Authors [25] have baptized the reformulation in this case as pseudo-query reformulation owing to its pseudo or blind relevance feedback base. However, the set of documents used as a source for extracting terms to reformulate the query may be designed interactively by the user as relevance feedback information such as in [26] where authors have revised the
relevance feedback characterization ideas firstly introduced by Rocchio in [27]. Both pre-cited approaches belong to the local analysis using only a few of documents rather than the whole corpus used in the case of global analysis such as in [28], [29]. Note that the global analysis refers also to use the global context of a concept through considering semantic dictionaries such as WordNet [30]. In [28], authors have employed primitive concepts representing the variety of concepts whose the encoding vectors are orthogonal and that reflect the set of topics either locally into a set of relevant documents or globally into the entire corpus. The terms with which the query is reformulated are extracted then from these primitive concepts on the basis of their own closeness and their combination closeness with the original query. In [31], authors have introduced a reformulation method based only on the original query. This reformulation method, relying on part of speech (POS), may be considered as an optimization for the simple reason that it searches the different terms combination.

4.2. Automatic Query Expansion

Query expansion [32], [33] consists of paraphrasing the concise original query, via adding additional concepts and terms, in order to reach a high level of recall through upgrading the possibility of the search system to get access to more relevant documents. Indeed, the term mismatch problem or vocabulary gap, produced when indexers and users utilize different vocabularies and terminologies because of the natural language richness, in addition to the weakness of the submitted query, composed of few words, for expressing the user need and requirement, as well as the ambiguity, owing to the posed polysemy issue, make query expansion an intuitive and logic operation to be established. Query expansion is performed automatically without any user involvement [32] or interactively through selecting a sub-set of terms to be added from the set of terms suggested by the machine [34]. Results given in [35], where authors have considered automatic and interactive query expansion, reveals the superiority of interactivity, helping to increase recall and especially limiting precision downgrading. Consulting the literature reveals that there are two large approaches for implementing automatic query expansion: (1) statistical approach [36] in the image of adding co-occurred and collocated terms, into different granularity level of windows, using information theoretic measures like mutual information [37], [38], Z score [39], hyperspace analogue to language (HAL) [40] and its quality property notion reflecting relatively the word context, or information flow [41] viewing the entire query as one concept which suggests other terms to be added for expansion based on HAL measure, and (2) semantic approach [42], whose the main issue is word disambiguation, like adopting association rules [34], [35], [43], word embedding [44], based commonly in advanced machine learning techniques, and related linguistic words with closed meaning based on morphological expansion [45] using stemming, part of speech, and synonyms [35], [46] using ontology [47] with its both types: narrow or dependent-domain, and general or independent-domain. Query expansion may be combined with other schemes such as in [48] where the author has combined query expansion with pseudo re-ranking based on voting algorithm.
Unfortunately, improving the recall metric value may be achieved in the count of precision aspect which imposes us to be careful when thinking about adopting query expansion scheme through checking its usefulness regarding the submitted query. Moreover, some difficulties and obstacles tied to the vagueness and the multi-contextual character of natural language, such as polysemy, should be also overcome and tackled.

For pinpointing the query expansion mechanism, we should see it as a pipeline of steps (as depicted in Figure 5) ranges from data acquisition and pre-processing to candidate generation, ranking, and selection.

![Query Expansion Pipeline Diagram](image)

Figure 5. Query Expansion Overview.

The terms to be added for the initial query are, commonly, the discriminative terms generated and selected from the collection itself via global [38], [44] or local dependent-corpus knowledge approach [49] either with the making use of local context analysis (LCA) [50] which uses the highly ranked documents qualified as relevant by the search system with adopting of pseudo relevance feedback [51] or interactively employing user judgment through relevance feedback information [52] injected by the user himself. For avoiding performance degradation especially when relying on pseudo-relevance feedback, automatic documents clustering may be extensively useful such as in [53]. Employing independent-corpus knowledge
approach or external knowledge resources, such as other documents set [54], thesaurus [55], DBpedia [56], Freebase [57], ConceptNet [58], Wikipedia [59], or WordNet [35], [59], [60], is another adopted alternative for generating query expansion terms. The past submitted user queries [54] for the system are also utilized with long-term query logs way either to directly extract terms adopting queries-based analysis approach or indirectly through extracting terms to be added from the highly associated documents adopting document-based analysis approach. These both lastly pre-cited alternatives can be used together to compute the correlation between query terms and their associated returned document terms, for the documents consulted by the user, adopting probabilistic model [61]. This probabilistic model has been implemented differently in [62] with the assumption that starting from the query, the next term to add is tied only to the previous added term, we speak here about Markov chain model.

Unfortunately, the expanded query may degrade information retrieval system performance in some cases especially when relying on non-relevant documents leading to add some terms not semantically associated to the entire sense or the holistic context of the query. In order to get around susceptible effectiveness degradation, some works go in the context of selective query expansion [63] while others adopt collection enrichment [64] through enrich the documents from where the new terms to add are extracted especially in the case of pseudo relevance feedback where the top-ranked documents are poor in information.

4.3. Automatic Query Optimization

As depicted in Figure 6, query optimization, or query reduction, consists of choosing the better sub-set of terms combination from those belonging to the long submitted query as well as their associated weights [65]. In other words, some superfluous terms, from the original query, have to be down-weighted or completely deleted and removed in the hope to obtain better results [66]. In [66], authors have presented query reduction techniques for long web queries that leverage effective and efficient query performance predictors. In [67], authors have provided an algorithm for predicting which word should be deleted from the query. According to [68], the first stage of terms combination is known as quantity control while the second stage, for designating the optimal weights, is referred to as quality optimization. This optimization of the original query is performed based on the distribution of terms into returned relevant documents (pseudo relevance feedback) as well as the distribution in the whole asked collection. As the query optimization issue is qualified as an optimization problem, tools such as genetic algorithm [65], [68], and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [69] have been utilized.
4.4. Query Recommendation (Query Suggestion)

As depicted in Figure 7, query recommendation, or query suggestion, commonly provided by information retrieval engines such as Google and its search scientific service Google Scholar, refers to the process of revising the original query through generating, proposing and suggesting a list of related and alternative queries to those submitted by the users. Query recommendation is recently considered as an effective, efficient, and practical way to help and assist users to formulate their queries and consequently aid information retrieval systems to well understand the users’ information need let alone to guess the next information requirement. Query suggestion considers, more or less, the slogan “recognition rather than recall” adopted previously by the graphical interfaces in systems interaction field. Indeed, recall is difficult and error-prone while recognition, with navigational character, is so simple and practical.

There are two major issues for query recommendation: (i) how to find the queries to be recommended and (ii) how to select, rank and order them. Some works of the literature address then this first issue, such as in [70], while the rest deal with the second issue of ranking the list of the proposed queries. Commonly, there exist two broad approaches for designating the set of queries to be suggested and recommended:
(i) techniques using session logs, exploiting the user past submitted queries and his/her history behavioral interactivity let alone what we call ‘wisdom of crowds’, the knowledge mined from search engine query logs which store all the past interactions of users with the search system, and (ii) knowledge-based query recommendation using some resources such as YAGO [71] and Freebase [71].

Figure 7. Query Recommendation Overview.

According to [72], there are three approaches for generating query recommendations based on mining query logs: (i) content-aware approaches, relying on search results
or target pages, (ii) content-ignorant approaches that use just common clicked URLs, and (iii) query-flow approaches that consider the users’ sequential search behaviour to better understand query intent. For ranking the suggested queries, researchers, such as in [73], consider commonly scores based on the co-occurrence of the queries to be suggested with the original submitted query. this co-occurrences is generally implemented using edit distance and mutual information.

As a personal critic, we do not agree, with scientific literature, that query recommendation and query suggestion are synonyms. We consider that query suggestion should have the outside character and then be based on the user interactivity relying on his/her previous submitted queries as well as words prediction tied to the considered natural language while query recommendation must has the inside aspect and to be based on the available documents to be asked and their vocabulary.

5. Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, we give an overview of some mechanisms handling a user query in the sake to well understand user requirement, namely: query auto-completion, query expansion, query optimization, query reformulation, and query suggestion or recommendation. From its graphical user interface, it is clear that Google and its service namely Google Scholar adopt, at least, query auto-completion and query suggestion. Many works of scientific literature, adopting query processing through one of the considered schemes, for information retrieval system improvement and enhancement, have been addressed here. Unfortunately, some addressed works confuse between the different query processing schemes where they are, roughly speaking, adopted. This work may be then a reference for everyone who deals with the interrogation protocol in information retrieval systems including information retrieval engines addressing the web as an unlimited and an extensible documentary collection.
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